F or literary critics of the early twentieth century, the global significance of Moby-Dick seemed assured by the sweep of its pictorial imagination and its famously "Shakespearian" sensitivity to the spiritual and corporeal resonance of every English word and worldly act. This view of the book's world-historical status was further supported by research documenting Melville's abiding interest in European visual art-landscape and history painting, sculpture and monumental architecture. Not only did Melville collect European art in the form of prints throughout his life, his writing itself is a rich repository of allusions to European visual artists whose genres and subject matter were rooted in Greek, Roman, and Middle Eastern antiquity. As a result, most studies of Melville and the visual arts have begun with a visit to the Berkshire Athenaeum in Pittsfield, Massachusetts, to view Melville's collection of fine art prints. This essay also begins in Pittsfield, but consults a very different visual archive: the Melville family photographs, also housed in the Athenaeum. In light of this archive of some 700 photographs, I argue that the aesthetics of Moby-Dick are traceable not only to the genres of European literary and visual art (from Shakespeare and Dante to Titian and Turner, so to speak) in Melville's print collection, but equally, and perhaps more significantly, to the Athenaeum archive of Melville family photographs.
The kind of photographic mementos on display in the Melville archivedaguerreotype, opaltype, tintype, photogravure-are never described or mentioned in Moby-Dick, as they are, for example, in Pierre. But if the industrial technology of Victorian portrait photography never actually surfaces in Moby-Dick, it is unmistakably felt in passages that cut radically to the chase-in those episodes, such as "Stubb Kills a Whale," when the boats are let down, a whale is harpooned, and the crew are dragged across the ocean, attached to the leviathan by a line pulled taut. Ultimately, when the fragile craft takes off "like light" (MD 385), it is Victorian portrait photography that sutures the temple of art to the machinery of industrial capitalism. These scenes of sudden acceleration are at once the narrative registration of photography as an emerging industrial technology and the aesthetic "keel," or spine, of Moby-Dick.
The Image of Speed
One of the most persuasive arguments in the analysis of the history of technology is that industrial devices of the mid-nineteenth century functioned across apparently unrelated domains to assimilate human and animal energies, including the power of locomotion, to new forms of social and economic control. Visual technologies were central to the corporeal disciplines of industrial capital in the age of steam. As devices for capturing human and animal energies as objects of knowledge as well as profit, the time-clock, camera, and grid worked alongside the emerging sciences of penology, sex (scientia sexualis), and public health to elaborate the logistical, statistical, and bureaucratic organization of life itself, which defines bio-power. Animal motion, or locomotion, is one key indicator of "life," insofar as it denotes simply being alive. For that reason, among others, the disciplines of capitalist modernity unfold, as philosopher-historian Paul Virilio (2007) writes, "in pursuit of the image of speed," rather than "in the image of truth as Foucault might prioritize it," or of "the socially manufactured commodity," as Marx would insist (Bratton 2007, 15) .
Nowhere is this pursuit more evident in Moby-Dick than in the scenes of "lowering," when a whale is sighted, the boats are let down, a harpoon is thrown, and the sailors find themselves on a wild ride. As the boat hurtles across the ocean, dragged by the leviathan, the narrative seats "you" inside:
"Stern all!" The oarsmen backed water; the same moment something went hot and hissing along every one of their wrists. It was the magical line. An instant before, Stubb had swiftly caught two additional turns with it round the loggerhead, whence, by reason of its increased rapid circlings, a hempen blue smoke now jetted up and mingled with the steady fumes from his pipe . . . From the vibrating line extending the entire length of the upper part of the boat, and from its now being more tight than a harpstring, you would have thought the
